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REMINDERS:

CLASS UPDATES:MONTHLY HIGHLIGHTS:

CLASS PHOTOS
Having a photographer come to
our learning space was so nice,
and the pictures turned out great!
You can order online now through
11/6 with code "VIP2022." Contact
Natalie (natalie@nataliechiles.com)
with any questions or concerns!

SEPT HOMEWORK DUE! Please turn in if you haven't already.
SHOW & TELL - TUES 10/4 

       Please send your child with a special item and have them 
       fill out their 'Show & Tell' box sharing why they brought it!

POLINA BOIKOVA

KINGSTON JONES

WILLY LETTS

WELCOME NEW FRIENDS!

  

Parents: Ekaterina (Kate) & Anton

Parents: Shannon & Dalton

Parents: Caroline & Mike

MAKING SLIME
The kids had a blast getting
gooey, messy, and mixing together
the ingredients to make slime! This
bends the rules for solids + liquids,
which was fun to investigate!

We 'traveled' to India,
learning about the
culture, spices, animals,
customs, and flavors!

Some brave students
even tried curry sauce! happy first day!

mailto:natalie@nataliechiles.com


If you hear your child talking
about 'stations' this is our Brain
Break time where they rotate
between different activities:
blocks, playdough, 'squishy'
clay, Magna-Tiles, Legos, etc.
We also do Math Stations
where partner groups rotate
and work on different math
activities and skills.

A PEEK INTO OUR LEARNING DAYS:

READING & WRITING:

CREATIVE STATIONS:

LANGUAGE ARTS:

VOWEL SOUNDS

We've been practicing vowel 'teams'
and how to identify them in words
(Ex: how 'ay,' 'ae,' 'a_e,' and 'ai' all
make the same sound!). Ask your
child to show you their vowel sheets!

math master!

magna tile fun!castle builder!

SENTENCE PARTS

It's important to know the structure
of words and sentences. We've
been studying nouns (person, place
or thing), common vs. proper nouns
(common is everyday proper is
names and dates) & verbs!

Taking what we know
about nouns and verbs,
we've been writing silly
sentences and playing
'Around The World,' a
game where we create
sentences as a group!

Every day we learn
new vocabulary & also
have 'DEAR' (Drop
Everything And Read)
time to explore books!

We also just started a
read-aloud book in
our afternoon group:
"The Buddy Files: The
Case Of The 
Lost Boy."



WE LOVE TO LEARN INSIDE & OUTSIDE!

SOCIAL STUDIES:

we love lunch time!

Our focus this semester is the
themes of Geography and
understanding location, maps,
and different cultures around the
world! Our first stop was India,
next is Costa Rica. We are also
identifying these places on our
maps and using our passports!

OUTSIDE TIME:

WHOLE-GROUP MOVEMENT, 
LEARNING & YOGA
Our recess time alternates between
free play (with each other or on the
swing set) and structured play (games,
obstacles, or yoga)!

One of our favorite yoga games is
where they choose a card and have to
create the yoga pose for that animal!
We also have some talented yogis who
lead us in other poses and practice, too!

We also use our outside time for lunch
and activities like scavenger hunts
(where they have to find clues for a
lesson hidden around the yard), whole-
group lessons (like compass basics, 
or hands-on STEM (like making our
slime and getting really messy!)

sometimes we smile... and sometimes we're silly!



HIGH: The Driveway Boo-Boo: We had a
knee scrape leaving class. . . but good
thing we had Dr. Winslow to the rescue!
She swabbed, wiped & bandaged Addy
right up. Hooray for Sadie (Sienna's
mom) who gave out the mini-first aid kits
the day before! Those came in handy!

LOW: The Sprinkler Incident: Your child
may have told you about the 'fountain' of
water happening in the yard. . . well, one
of the sprinklers got broken at the start
of the school day BUT shout-out to
Kristen (Kensie's mom) & Dean (Aubree's
dad) for your help in getting it fixed &
water back on!

BUFFALO: The Mystery Fruit: We finally
figured out the mystery fruit thanks to
Ema (Kanoa's mom) & Kristen (Kensie's
mom). There IS, in fact, a Plumcot!

I routinely ask the kids to share their 'High'
(good moment), 'Low' (not-so-good moment),
and 'Buffalo' (random moment) at the start of
each week. Here are the class ones:

teamwork is fun! 

Although she joined our
pod a little after the
start date, Polina has
worked hard and mixed
in easily with the group!
English is not her first
language, but she is
always raising her hand,
asking questions, and
trying her best! 

We love her energy &
sweetness in our room!

THIS MONTH HAD MANY ADVENTURES!

SPOTLIGHT STUDENT:
POLINA BOIKOVA

STEM/SCIENCE:

Hooray Polina!

OUR HIGH, LOW
BUFFALO MOMENTS:

We've been refreshing our
understanding of solid, liquid,
and gas and identifying states
of matter. We've also talked
about properties and how we
can categorize items by their 
texture, shape,
size, color, etc.

Whenever we can,
we get outside
to learn & move
our bodies! It's fun
to have partner-work
and crafts outside!

learning is crazy!


